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U.N. REFERENDUM FOR WESTERN SAHARA: 9
YEARS AND COUNTING

Wednesday, September 13, 2000

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AFRICA

COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Washington, D.C.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:10 p.m. in room
2255, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Edward R. Royce
(Chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Royce, Pitts
Mr. ROYCE. This hearing of the Subcommittee on Africa will

come to order. Today, the Subcommittee will examine the troubled
peacekeeping operation in Western Sahara. This Subcommittee has
closely watched MINURSO.

Over the years, we have held several hearings focusing on it. Be-
fore that, Congress passed a resolution led by this Subcommittee
expressing support for former Secretary of State James Baker’s ef-
forts as U.N. Special Envoy to move along the stalemated process.
A vote to determine whether resource-rich Western Sahara is to be
incorporated into Morocco or become an independent state was
originally set for January 1992. That was more than 8 years ago.

Now, 8 years and some $440 million later, MINURSO unfortu-
nately is far from its goal. The U.N. itself is at a point of reaching
this conclusion. This May, in this report, Secretary General Kofi
Annan noted the prospects for holding a referendum were as dis-
tant as ever. In his latest report, the Secretary General observed
that the problems between the parties had deepened.

Special Envoy Baker has said recently that the referendum, in
his words, ‘‘is in big trouble.’’ His July meeting with the parties in
Geneva came to an abrupt end, with the Secretary General report-
ing that these talks had seen the parties move, in his words, ‘‘move
things backward.’’ It is discouraging that the Secretary General has
cited problems wholly distinct from the often-noted registration dis-
pute, including the implementation of a code of conduct for the
planned referendum campaign. Annan has reported that the proc-
ess has been impeded by ‘‘fundamental differences between the
parties over the interpretation of purposes.’’

It is clear to me that the U.S. and other countries have been un-
willing to pressure Morocco enough to achieve the implementation
of a fair referendum. This suggests it is nearing time to shut down
MINURSO. It costs some $45 million to run, and the credibility of
U.N. peacekeeping is once again at stake. If peacekeeping is going
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to be strengthened and win backing here, then we cannot afford to
support interminable missions with unachievable mandates.

The Administration testified to this Subcommittee that in the
face of no MINURSO progress, U.N. resources should not be used
for what then becomes a stop-gap measure. It expressed in no un-
certain terms that time was running out. That was 2 years ago. If
MINURSO is terminated under these circumstances, the Adminis-
tration has a responsibility to provide an honest accounting of
which party bears responsibility for its failure. That is a point I
made 2 years ago, and it is a point that still holds.

Sadly, many Sahrawis have put their faith in a process that ap-
pears to be a mirage. I wish it were different, and I should note
that Jim Baker has another meeting scheduled for later this month
at which he will try to pull a diplomatic rabbit out of a hat, but
short of that, I do not see why the U.S. should continue approving
U.N. resolutions extending MINURSO.

We will now hear from our witness, Allen L. Keiswetter, who was
appointed Deputy Assistant Secretary of State from the Bureau of
Near Eastern Affairs in July. He was previously the director of
Arabian Peninsula affairs. He holds the rank of minister counselor.
Ambassador Keiswetter joined the Foreign Service in 1967. He is
a graduate of Dartmouth College and holds advanced degrees from
Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies and Har-
vard University. Ambassador, thank you for joining us today, and
if you would begin with your testimony.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Royce appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF ALLEN L. KEISWETTER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR NEAR EASTERN AFFAIRS, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr.KEISWETTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am
greatly honored to have this opportunity to appear before you re-
garding the Western Sahara. As you have noted, this is an issue
that expanded the past quarter-century and has constituted insta-
bility and a financial burden on the countries and peoples involved.
I would like to address first the U.S. interests and our role in the
Western Sahara; second, recent developments which you have al-
ready outlined; and, third, the prospects and U.S. policy.

A peaceful settlement would enhance the stability of the
Maghreb region, as well as the stability of the Mediterranean
Basin more generally. It offers the prospect of strengthening polit-
ical, economic, and commercial cooperation for the betterment of all
concerned. Unresolved, this dispute constrains the opportunities of
the region and leaves several hundred thousand Sahrawis with a
bleak and uncertain future. If the situation deteriorates, a return
to violence would bring new suffering and hardship, threaten po-
tential political and economic liberalizing trends in Algeria and Mo-
rocco, and pose serious risks for the stability of Maghreb, with seri-
ous implications for Southern Europe.

With these interests at stake, we continue to strongly support
the mediation efforts of the United Nations undertaken since the
late–1980’s. We remain committed to an early and durable, peace-
ful solution to this long-running conflict. This can happen only with
the full cooperation of all of the parties. These principles undergird
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our support for the mission of the United Nations Secretary Gen-
eral’s personal envoy, former Secretary of State James Baker. We
believe the U.N. remains in the best position to bring about a solu-
tion to this case.

It was U.N. Secretary General Perez de Cuellar who began im-
plementation of the ‘‘cease-fire-and-referendum’’ framework solu-
tion agreed to by the parties. This plan laid out the mechanisms
for resolving whether the territory would become independent or a
province of Morocco based on a vote of the native population. In es-
sence, it required the identification of eligible voters, the return of
refugees to the territory, and a vote under the auspices of the
United Nations.

Despite this framework agreement nearly a decade ago, there
has been only slow progress toward implementation. Serious polit-
ical differences between the parties continued to block prospects for
an early vote on the future of the territory. By December 1999,
MINURSO had succeeded in completing the contentious Phase I of
the referendum process, the identification of potential voters. In-
deed, an impressive total of more than 200,000 prospective voters
were processed in the course of this exercise, and about 90,000
were found eligible. However, the referendum remains pending be-
cause of disputes over the voting lists. The parties continue to dis-
agree over the grounds for appeals by those persons not included
in the list of eligible voters.

As you have noted, U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan has said
that dispute over the appeals ‘‘allows the impossibility of holding
the referendum before the Year 2002 or even beyond.’’ The number
of appeals now total more than 130,000. The question is how to re-
spect the rights of the voting applicants while avoiding a retreat
to use a long identification process.

Another obstacle in the resolution of this conflict has been the re-
patriation of refugees. The parties have not come to an agreement
regarding the draft refugee-repatriation protocol presented by the
U.N. High Commission on Refugees. So far, the parties have also
not agreed to implement proposed cross-border, confidence-building
measures that would improve the lot of the 120,000 or so refugees
that had been preregistered.

Despite these obstacles, the U.N. continues to facilitate talks. In
February of this year, U.N. Secretary General Annan asked his
personal envoy, James Baker, to consult with the parties to explore
ways to achieve an early, peaceful, and durable settlement. He rec-
ommended to the U.N. Security Council that it extend MINURSO’s
mandate until May 31st of this year to provide time to meet with
the parties. In an effort to either reconcile differences over the im-
plementation of the settlement plan or find alternative approaches
to help solve the dispute over the Western Sahara, Mr. Baker vis-
ited Algeria, Morocco, the Western Sahara, and Tindouf, Algeria,
where he met with the POLISARIO leadership.

In May, Secretary General Annan invited Morocco and
POLISARIO, as well as observers from Algeria and Mauritania, to
talks in London presided by Mr. Baker. It was the parties’ first di-
rect contact since 1997. The talks permitted a frank exchange of
views that were inconclusive.
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In late May, the U.N. Security Council voted to extend the
MINURSO mandate until the 31st of July in an effort to provide
additional time to address the remaining issues. A second round of
talks was convened on June 28th in London. The parties were
asked to bring specific solutions to resolve all outstanding settle-
ment plan issues or be prepared to consider and discuss other ways
to achieve ‘‘an early, durable, and agreed resolution of dispute.’’ Be-
cause of the lack of progress, Baker called on the parties to meet
again, emphasizing the need for flexibility on both sides, either to-
ward moving forward with the U.N. settlement process or perhaps
through a solution that rested in between full independence and
full integration of the Western Sahara into Morocco.

In late-June, the U.N. Security Council voted unanimously to ex-
tend MINURSO’s mandate to October 31st, with the expectation
that the parties will meet again in direct talks under Baker’s aus-
pices to resolve the multiple problems related to implementation of
the settlement plan and to try to agree upon a mutually acceptable,
political solution to the dispute. Those talks are slated for later this
month, perhaps in Berlin.

When the parties meet again, we hope they will make clear their
commitment to a process by which they will achieve a peaceful set-
tlement. However, public statements by the parties to the dispute
in recent weeks have tended to narrow rather than broaden the op-
portunity for progress. Thus, in preparation for the forthcoming
meeting, we have encouraged the parties at the highest levels to
approach the next round with flexibility and a cooperative attitude.

Mr. Chairman, we are working hard to help bring about an early,
durable, and peaceful resolution to the conflict, one which is mutu-
ally agreed, takes into account the political rights and well-being
of all parties involved, and promotes the stability of the region. The
effort of former Secretary Baker has given us a chance to do this.

There are two possibilities on the table. First, the holding of a
referendum, provided the parties can agree to its technicalities, and
after nearly a decade, as you have said, that possibility still seems
years away. Second, finding a mutually acceptable, political solu-
tion. Mr. Baker is still in the process of exploring alternatives.

The United States opposes any solution being imposed on the
parties. That, in our view, will not work. The parties themselves
have to agree on the way ahead. We hope the steps will be taken
toward that end at the next meeting. The U.N. effort has the sup-
port of the U.S. and others in the international community, as ex-
perienced by the unanimously endorsed renewal of the mandate of
MINURSO by the UNSC. We continue to urge the parties to take
advantage of this important opportunity as their best chance to re-
solve this dispute.

In sum, Mr. Chairman, we have encouraged the parties at high
levels to approach the Baker-led talks with flexibility and a cooper-
ative attitude. We have sought to urge improvement of relations
between Algeria and Morocco, a key element to any durable
progress on the Western Sahara. We have continued our efforts to
deepen our ties to each of the parties through programs such as the
U.S.-North Africa Economic Partnership. Finally, we have contin-
ued to support MINURSO, which has served as a safety net for re-
gional stability.
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What I have described are elements of a U.S. policy of preventa-
tive diplomacy aimed at helping to resolve the long-standing con-
flict and thereby bringing greater peace and stability to the
Maghreb region and all of its people. I will be glad to take your
questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Keiswetter appears in the appen-
dix.]

Mr. ROYCE. Very good. Let me just say that we have witnessed
Moroccan authorities waging a media crackdown.

The government has sacked three managers of the state-run TV
channel and has banned editions of two newspapers for recording
interviews with the leader of the POLISARIO front. We have seen
the Moroccan delegation walk out, refusing to discuss the appeals
issues. We have seen 130,000 appeals being made, mostly from the
Moroccan side. After 198,000 people were interviewed for voting,
Morocco is refusing to allow the referendum to go ahead until the
appeals have been individually examined and, based upon the proc-
ess that they are calling for, this will take at least 2 years.

So, it has been made clear to this Subcommittee that it has been
Morocco that has been the greatest impediment to the registration
process to begin with. We heard this from the witnesses at our last
hearing, the recent press accounts, from correspondence, from close
observers in the operation, including a number of U.S. military offi-
cers who served in MINURSO. Morocco is now flooding MINURSO
with voter-registration appeals, as I say, in what appears to be a
stalling tactic.

Do you agree, Ambassador, that Morocco bears the greatest re-
sponsibility for MINURSO’s current deadlock?

Mr. KEISWETTER. Mr. Chairman, our policy is not to take sides
with this dispute. In fact, our policy is to support the efforts of the
U.N. Secretary General and of Mr. Baker. In both of these cases
they have said that the lack of progress, the responsibility for the
lack of progress, lies on both sides, not just on one side, and I think
this is clear in the various reports that they have issued over the
past couple of years. So we have, in fact, been generous, we have
been supportive of the U.N.’s efforts, and we have urged all parties
to the dispute at high levels, in fact, to be flexible, to use imagina-
tion, and to cooperate on either of the approaches that former Sec-
retary Baker has outlined. So that is my answer to you.

Mr. ROYCE. I think we have some responsibility to the parties in
the dispute who have invested a certain amount of faith in the
process and a certain amount of faith that we are going to make
an honest effort to not string them along but instead to see this
through to a conclusion. I had a couple of other questions I wanted
to ask you.

One is the Administration’s report to Congress on MINURSO. It
states that according to the UNHCR, the vast majority of refugees
say they fear for their safety should they return to Moroccan-con-
trolled the Western Sahara. Are those concerns legitimate?

Mr. KEISWETTER. I think they are legitimate in the sense that
they feel them and that they accurately reflect the views that these
people express, in fact, to U.N. agencies. Since we have not unfor-
tunately been able to even arrange some of the preliminary steps
that will lead toward this, such as family visits back and forth
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across the berm, I think we have not yet had a chance, in fact, to
test whether there is justification. So the answer is these are the
fears accurately reported. Whether they are legitimate or not, I do
not know.

Mr. ROYCE. As I mentioned in my opening statement, it was 2
years ago when the Administration said that MINURSO’s time is
running out. Today, you have testified that after nearly a decade
the possibility of holding the referendum still seems years away, at
best, in your words. Is the Administration planning to end its sup-
port of MINURSO if Special Envoy Baker fails to make progress
or will it continue?

Mr. KEISWETTER. This is an excellent question. As you may
know, MINURSO’s mandate is renewed at very short intervals. It
renewed most recently at a 3-month interval; before that, for a 2-
month interval.

Mr. ROYCE. It expires in October.
Mr. KEISWETTER. Yes. So one of the reasons, in fact, for this is

for accountability in the sense that you have suggested, but I would
like to emphasize what MINURSO does in a broader sense.

I have described it in my testimony as a ‘‘safety net.’’ It does a
lot of things. First of all, it helps monitor and keep the cease-fire.
This has been very important at various times, particularly re-
cently, when Algeria went through a period of crisis. It also is re-
sponsible, of course, for such efforts as coordinating demining.
Then, in addition to that, there are the duties that it has and re-
sponsibilities that it has for the process of identification and the
appeals, and it is proper for this process to go forward.

Mr. ROYCE. True, true, but the parties did not agree to a Cyprus-
like, peacekeeping agreement. They agreed to have an election, and
the United States signed on to the agreement under which there
was going to be an election. So now we are talking about the up-
side of the fact that this has evolved into a Cyprus-style peace-
keeping agreement, and I am trying to ask, do we actually have a
commitment to move forward and push forward to have an honest
election?

Mr. KEISWETTER. The answer is Mr. Baker is doing his best to
try to resolve this problem, and he has asked the parties, in fact,
to consider two possibilities that I have outlined to you: either com-
ing to grips with the problems with holding a referendum or, on
the other hand, considering other mutually acceptable, critical solu-
tions.

Mr. ROYCE. I am going to turn now to Congressman Pitts, but
before I do, I would ask when this comes to an end. Is there ever
any intention of having accountability of saying what actually hap-
pened and what parties were holding up the process? Will there be,
after the fact, some accountability? I would just like to know that
for the record.

Mr. KEISWETTER. Mr. Baker has said that when the end comes,
that he would, in fact, name names and give accountability.

Mr. ROYCE. Right, and Mr. Baker is working for the United Na-
tions at this time and doing a yeoman’s job on this, and I have met
with him. I appreciate all he is trying to do, but ultimately it be-
comes the responsibility of the Administration and of the Congress,
and at some point I think we have to come to grips with the reality
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of what happened and why enough pressure was not brought to
bear on bringing about an agreement for an election. But with that
said, I am going to turn to Mr. Pitts of Pennsylvania, and I am
going to go make this vote. Thank you, Mr. Keiswetter.

Mr. KEISWETTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PITTS. (A Representative in Congress from Pennsylvania,

and Member of the Budget and Armed Services Committees) [Pre-
siding.] Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for holding this
timely hearing on the Western Sahara and the final implementa-
tion of the settlement plan. I will submit my entire statement for
the record, but I would like to make a couple of comments.

I think it is vital at this time that all parties to the settlement
plan signed by the United States’ Special Envoy and former Sec-
retary of State James Baker and the implementation. Despite the
International Court of Justice ruling in 1975 that Morocco had no
claim to the territory, Morocco continued to assert the Western Sa-
hara as part of its country.

Tribal links do not establish sovereignty over a nation. That idea
was used by Saddam Hussein to justify his invasion and attempted
takeover of Kuwait. I visited some of the refugee camps in the Sa-
hara Desert to talk to some of the people and the officials, and I
am a little concerned about what I hear now regarding abandoning
and disregarding the right of the people to vote for self-determina-
tion.

I would like to ask you if it is accurate that the U.S. Govern-
ment, since 1975, on several occasions has made statements in sup-
port of the right of the people of the Western Sahara to self-deter-
mination, if this is accurate, please elaborate on how it is possible
for the current Administration, according to a number of reports,
to search for a resolution of the conflict which will completely deny
the right to self-determination, Mr. Keiswetter.

[Statement of Mr. Pitts appears in the appendix.]
Mr. KEISWETTER. Mr. Congressman, let me begin by saying that

the first part of your question, that the U.S., of course, had en-
dorsed repeatedly the U.N. settlement plan, which includes identi-
fication of the voters, the appeals process, and then the actual ref-
erendum. That offer is still strongly supported by us and is still on
the table. But as the chairman noted a few minutes ago, the first
election referendum was to be held in January 1992. It is now more
than 8 years later, and it is still pending.

This is, in fact, one of the very strong reasons that has motivated
former Secretary Baker to ask the question of is there some other
way, and he has suggested that this, in fact, could be some option
that would be not full integration into Morocco and not full inde-
pendence. He also said that it could be the alternative of, in fact,
somehow reaching a political arrangement that will allow the ref-
erendum to go ahead, and he is now in the process of exploring
these options.

So when the parties meet again, now later this month, both of
those topics are under discussion, and we would hope that there
could be progress made toward making a decision by the parties as
to how they want to go ahead.
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Mr. PITTS. The other parts of the negotiated settlement plan;
does the State Department believe that the parties are still behold
to the other terms of the agreement?

Mr. KEISWETTER. In terms of repatriation and so on and so forth,
I think, as I have outlined in my testimony, there has not been a
great deal of progress on any of the fronts. For example, on refu-
gees, some 120,000 have been preregistered, but on the other hand,
we still do not have agreement on confidence-building measures
that will allow families to visit across the berm.

Mr. PITTS. The group, MINURSO, I think that is an acronym
that stands for United Nations Mission for Referendum?

Mr. KEISWETTER. It is a French acronym.
Mr. PITTS. Does the State Department believe MINURSO should

continue to exist?
Mr. KEISWETTER. We have repeatedly endorsed and voted for the

continuation of MINURSO, and we have kept it under a very short
leash of 1-month periods, 2 months, and recently 3 months, so that
its performance can be evaluated. But that being said, it has sev-
eral functions that we think are important to preserving stability.

First is sort of a safety net that it has provided in monitoring the
cease-fire and preserving the cease-fire during difficult times, for
example, when Algeria went through a period of crisis here re-
cently. It also provides some breathing room for the new leadership
in both countries to modernize. It undertakes such programs as co-
ordination of demining. All of this is in addition to the principal
jobs that I think you may be more familiar with that concern the
identification of voters and the appeals proposal. Frankly, if we go
forward with the referendum, it is vital to sorting out the details
of the referendum and to making it work.

Mr. PITTS. I understand that the POLISARIO did agree to the
confidence-building measures, that it was Morocco that has not
agreed to that. Is that your understanding?

Mr. KEISWETTER. If you have in mind here in particular the fam-
ily visits, they were discussed at the last meeting of the technical
committee in Geneva in July, and I think it is fair to say that both
sides agreed in principle to the confidence-building measure of fam-
ily visits. But since then, they have been unable to agree on the
language describing how this would work. So I think the answer
is both agreed in principle, but there are now disagreements about
the specific language that would make it work.

Mr. PITTS. Now, then, on the process of determining who are le-
gitimate voters for the referendum, what is the status of that, and
who is agreeing, and who is disagreeing, and why are they agree-
ing?

Mr. KEISWETTER. The United Nations, MINURSO, has examined
more than 200,000, I believe the latest statistic that I saw was
something 244,000 individual cases. It has found about 90,000 to
be eligible voters. In addition to this now, there have been more
than 130,000 that have contested those decisions. Almost all of
these, not all, but almost all, are, in fact, people who were excluded
from the rolls and think they should be included in the rolls.

Now, part of the problem here is the circumstances in which this
occurs. The voting rolls are based on the Spanish census of 1974,
and so it is dated, and there have to be certain adjustments to it
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to make it fair. It does not include, for example, Sahrawis that
were not residents in either area at the time. Now, I can only quote
the U.N. Secretary General on this issue, in which he said that
both of the parties see, in fact, the voter base as being important
to the outcome and in sort of getting out the vote. So there are, I
think, problems on both sides here.

Mr. PITTS. Have there not been about 130,000 appeals?
Mr. KEISWETTER. Yes. That is true. That is the figure, of 130,000.

That is the number of appeals.
Mr. PITTS. How many are from Morocco? What percentage?
Mr. KEISWETTER. A large percentage of them are, almost all, in

fact, because they are people who were Sahrawis but maybe resi-
dents in Morocco and other extenuating circumstances. One of the
biggest problems is the two-chiefs problem. To, in fact, be enrolled
and be declared eligible, there have to be two tribal chiefs who will
vouch for the voter. In many cases there is only one tribal chief.
So these are the problems that MINURSO faces.

Mr. PITTS. So of the 130,000, what, better than 98 percent are
from Morocco, and maybe 1 percent or less are from the
POLISARIO fields?

Mr. KEISWETTER. I do not think it is fair to say that they are ex-
actly from Morocco. I do have some statistics here. This shows 75
percent, Mr. Congressman.

Mr. PITTS. Seventy-five percent?
Mr. KEISWETTER. I will be glad to provide this to you. It is from

the Secretary General’s report, which gives a full breakdown by lo-
cation, and whether it is because of an exclusion or inclusion. I will
be glad to provide that.

[The submitted break down appears in the appendix.]
Mr. PITTS. Thank you. On a humanitarian note, when I was over

there, I visited victims of land mines. There are still millions of
land mines. There was a team, I believe, from Norway ready to re-
move land mines, and they were having a problem getting permis-
sion from the government of Morocco to go in and remove those
land mines. Has the State Department taken a position or advo-
cated anything about removal of land mines?

Mr. KEISWETTER. We would encourage the effort. I do not know
anything specific about the case that you mentioned.

Mr. PITTS. But has the State Department urged the removal of
land mines?

Mr. KEISWETTER. Yes. We have encouraged all of these con-
fidence-building and humanitarian measures. We think this is one
of the major justifications for MINURSO.

Mr. PITTS. The point is, there are innocent victims, children for
instance, I saw a little girl who had her leg blown off from a land
mine, that are being harmed just from the existence of these mines.
When you have got an international organization willing to go in
and remove wherever the impediment is, I think we ought to be ad-
vocating to try to remove those impediments and start removing
some of the land mines.

What about the return of POW’s from both sides? Are you famil-
iar with the situation, and what has the State Department done to
try to get an exchange?
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Mr. KEISWETTER. I am generally familiar with the situation. As
I understand it, at the moment there are only Moroccan POW’s
held by the POLISARIO, and now many of them have been held
for more than 25 years. We would hope that progress could be
made on this issue, as well as part of a confidence-building exercise
between the parties.

Mr. PITTS. Now, are they being held by the Sahrawis, or are they
not being permitted to return to Morocco by the Moroccan govern-
ment? Do you know?

Mr. KEISWETTER. Mr. Congressman, I would like to get back to
you on the details of that, because while I have impressions, I
think it is important to be accurate.

Mr. PITTS. I visited with about 70 POW’s who were Moroccan,
some who have been there for 20 years, and was told that they
were free to return, that they had not received permission to re-
turn. Now, maybe that has occurred since then, but I think if we
can start exchanging, get the POW’s back, also, identify missing
persons, there are lists of many missing persons, exchange lists, re-
moving land mines, do the humanitarian things, many of these
kinds of efforts toward a peaceful settlement would be very helpful.

The State Department has an opportunity, I think, and a respon-
sibility to take a position and try to facilitate these matters.

Thank you. I do not have any more questions. I do not know if
the chair is coming back. He is not? So thank you very much, and
we will adjourn the hearing at this time.

Mr. KEISWETTER. It is a pleasure to talk with you.
[Whereupon, at 2:47 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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